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The game is very frustrating, but fun. The commentary is cute, too.
Somone posted about how realistic the gam play was. Let me assure you, it is NOT! This is NOT a golf game.
It is a pixelated-retro-frustrating-instulting gem.
Play it, but be preapred to yell at it, too.. Weather Lord: The Successor's Path is another awesome time management game in the
Weather Lord series. It's similair to the 12 Labors of Hercules, except better and more detailed, imo. It has an interesting story,
nice graphics and characters. As with most games in this genre, you gather resources, you build several different building types,
use various power ups and try to beat the timer. Where the Weather Lord series differs is the weather tools. Sun to dry up,
clouds to grow, and others. I highly recommend this game and series if you like the genre.. It's garbage. It froze after 20
seconds. Do not buy this unfinished mess.. A little piece of appeasement and happiness from very far already 2009.
I remember how I was a 9th grade boy and played a demo from CD of some game journal.
Thanks for giving me a chance to feel this emotions again.. Not my cup of tea. help it blurs every time i move the camera. 10/10
best game ever. I was pleasantly surprised by this game in that the puzzles were very creative. I enjoyed the scary parts, as much
as the puzzles! Best if played in the dark. :)
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Sad ,that there are no achievments in steam. But otherwise good game.. Fun little dlc. Wish it was longer.. No spoiler review.
Helpful hints for beginners included.

Dark Fall: The Journal is the type of adventure game that I really love. It's Myst-like in that it presents the player with an
environment to explore, provides minimal instruction, and allows the player to wander and gradually begin to put pieces of the
story together. It is an exploratory journey first, and its atmosphere bleeds through the screen because of its setting: an
abandoned English train station with attached hotel. Great sound design, detailed environments, and some well performed voice
acting create a fantastic sense of dread, without resorting to cheap (and highly overdone) jump scares. You really feel like you're
exploring an abandoned location. Within that rotting an beautiful environment lies the focus and goal of the game, which the
player is not given at game start, they are left to read journal articles, newspaper clippings, NPC notes, and the building itself in
order to understand what is truly going on. With some footwork, a keen eye, and logic, the player should begin to see a pattern
emerge, and then they'll be solving puzzles, and uncovering the mystery of Dowerton Train Station in no time.

With that said, I will also comment on the difficulty of this game. Dark Fall doesn't really offer its players any support at any
time. There are, obviously, many walk-throughs and guides the player can access on the internet nowadays, but the true
adventure game fan would do everything in their power to avoid going that route. I consider it the absolute last resort to use
anything resembling a guide, and only after several hours of wandering, experimenting, hoping, and piecing illogical strings
together, in the hopes of that elusive 'aha!' moment. If you're a fan of these types of games, it's those moments that you play
them for. I'm ashamed to say that I used a guide at two points during this game, and I immediately felt guilty aftwards, though I
was surprised at the solutions. This is a very challenging game, in some sections. The difficulty isn't necessarily in the puzzles
themselves, but in the execution, perhaps limited by the technology of the days when this was programmed, or in some oversight
by the designer. Some rooms are difficult to fully explore unless you swing your mouse around on every section of every room,
looking for the right batch of pixels to activate a piece of furniture, or locate a necessary inventory item. Also, the inventory
items aren't obvious at first, and using them may catch you off guard; when your mouse arrow becomes a wrench this is when
you need to use an inventory item. Sometimes it's just best to experiment with clicking on the inventory items anyway, even if
you're not sure. Also, sometimes, using the item in the correct spot can be very difficult and sometimes frustrating. I think these
are all fair criticisms, and could certainly be improved in some form of rerelease of this game, though I don't think it really
needs one.

Being a game that was written, built, and designed by a single person, Dark Fall is a top notch, wonderfully atmospheric horror
adventure game that is perfectly designed for the slow-burn weird fiction fan.

Highly recommended with the following caveats:

- Go slowly, and expect anywhere from 10-20 hours of gameplay.
- Scour everything, every room, and every location for anything you can find. You will be visiting and revisiting many of the
same rooms fairly consistently. I kept a room log for each floor with the items that were in each, and anything of note that may
be important later. It was very helpful. But really, move your mouse around and point it in places you wouldn't even expect there
to be something to interact with - there probably will be here.
- Take notes, lots of them. Write down anything that you think may sound important. There is a lot of story in the game, a lot of
characterization of the NPC's, and a lot of environmental details that don't necessarily lead to any specific puzzle solutions, but
you may be surprised here or there by something that didn't seem important at the time. This game has journal in the title, and
you should be keeping one filled with notes as you play. You'll be proud looking back on it afterwards when you complete this
epic quest.
- And once more - go slow. Enjoy this experience. It's worth it. With Autumn coming, and the cold, dark, days of the year
approaching, I can't think of a better game to sit and work your way through, especially with a friend or two. This is a great and
very rewarding experience.. Interesting concept, disappointing execution. I love this kind of short, introspective game, but this
one pales in comparison to some of the others out there. The radio mechanic is cool, but we're able to use it just twice, and the
rest of the experience doesn't engage the player. There was atmosphere, but it was minimal (in feeling, not just design), and the
fact that every action the player takes must be directed with on-screen cues reflect the fact that without them, this game
wouldn't make sense - it's just not intuitive.

If you'd like an atmospheric, visually and mechanically interesting game, play The Old Tree. It's meditative, reflective, and
beautiful.. tl;dr: Equally frustrating and boring. Do not play.
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It is neither healthy nor wise for your player, when playing your game, to at any point think, "Oh dear god there's more." Nor is
it healthy or wise for your player, when still in the middle of playing said game, takes time out of their gameplay to begin
writing a very scathing review of said game. In "Season Match", the player is at the mercy of a physics engine so wonky, even
Gordon Freeman wouldn't be able to make as see-saw out of it. Too many levels depend on the player being able to navigate a
herd of gems through a narrow passage, and this is practically impossible between the unpredictable falling patterns of said
gems and the unreliable rng creating more gems in an order that throws all strategy out the window. I was able to beat several
levels just by furiously clicking around, as the gameplay is artificially lengthened by arbitrary goals of clearing X number of
gems. The powerups are useless. The game doesn't even take the time to explain what they do and you can only refill your
powerups on certain levels. Just used the magic wand? Too bad! This level only refills the dagger you never use. But wait!
There's also gold you can collect and purchase refills for your powerups. Again, the game never tells you that you can do this,
and I only found out through a session of random clicking when I was bored. And speaking of never telling you anything, there
is no story. The game will make you believe there is, but three frames of animation, character stills, and four paragraphs of text
do not a story make. As I crawl closer to the end of the game, all I can think of is that this is babby's first programming. It feels
so cheaply made and thrown out onto the market as quickly as possible without any consideration of whether or not it's "good".
The only silver lining I can find is that it'll make my achievement stats go up. Woo.. There is a shortage of isometric craft \/
build \/ rpgs. This title has huge potential and is definitely worth the asking price.. RECOMENDADO UN JUEGO
ENTRETENIDO Y CON GRAFICAS MUY BUENAS
RECOMENDED REALY GOOD LOOKING GAME SUPER FUN TO PLAY. Just purchased and installed on Mac.
Clicked play, failed to load with this error:
An error occurred while updating Knights of Tartarus (missing executable):
/Users/myfolder/Library/Application Support/Steam/steamapps/common/Knights of Tartarus/Knights of Tartarus.app

Followed the steam support guide:
Reinstalled, cleared cache, checked file integrity, ect.
No luck.

Navigated to folder and found .../common/Knights of Tartarus/ only contained two files:
mac_content.app and version.txt
Clicking on mac_content.app started the game, although the text was off to the side, not within the 'game frame' as shown in
online videos.
Renamed mac_content.app to Knights of Tartarus.app and everything seemed to load properly.

A little tearing while walking down large corridors, like the castle.
Music nostalgic, controls should be more obviously displayed:
arrow keys to move, X to 'go back', z or space to menu, return to select

Could not post review immediately as a Steam notice popped up:
You need to have used this product for at least 5 minutes before posting a review for it (0 minutes on record).. I expected to
really like this program, the idea of creating low poly art quickly and with ease really appealed to me as an artist, however I
really can't recommend this product.

Here's how it goes:

-First launching the program, you are welcomed by a limited amount of canvas presets, most of them are a tiny canvas size, but I
guess that’s understandable.

-After selecting the largest preset (1920x1080), in order to give yourself plenty of play space, you are then welcomed by clunky
navigation controls, but that’s okay, after enough time, any user interface and hotkeys can be learned to make program
navigation more fluid... right?

-20 minutes later and you are familiarized with the ui, time to get creating!

-Another 20 minutes and you’ve already discovered the limitations of the program, well...great.

-Want to add a little bit here, or shave off a little more there? Too bad, we only work in  BIG CHUNKS  here!!
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-That low poly face you are trying to make? Yeah, that angle doesn’t work. That half of the face gets to be either straight edge
flat, lumpy, or jagged edge and saw-like.

-Oh and that other eye? Yeah just save yourself the trouble and give up now.

Now there is a free draw tool, where you can fix those things by drawing over top on a new layer, but then it ruins the aesthetic,
and at that point you would be better off using a different program entirely.

____________
--In Conclusion--
-------------------

You are basically limited to one of two view angles, either 2D, or 45 degree angle. Just look at the sample images, if you try any
other angle, your image will not work. The inability to actively modify and adjust triangle shape and placement, is a serious
pitfall.

The ui is clunky and lacks any natural fluidity.

The animation aspect is a cool addition, but when the core art creation aspect is limited, it ruins any additions.

The "Paint" aspect is sub par in comparison to other art programs.

And we won't even touch on the pixel art aspects, because basically any art or photo editing program has the ability to make
pixel art.

___________
--Final Verdict--
-----------------

This program is shockingly basic and is definately not worth its price, or even half its price.

I would recommend looking elsewhere for similar programs, there are more capable programs you can get for the same price
point.

If you are hellbent on getting this program, I wouldn't spend more than $15 on this product, try closer to $10.. The game doesn't
even launch!
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